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A high school biology teacher looks to become a successful mixed-martial arts fighter in an effort to
raise money to prevent extra-curricular activities from being axed at his cash-strapped school. Went
with my friend who would never have gone to a fight movie; however, this movie had more to do
with friendship, saving a teacher's job and a school's music program as well. Trained with tough
MMW guys one of whom it met while teaching citizenship to immigrants. Soon because their hero
because of all he was determined to save the school's program and the quality of the kids'
education. LOTS of rough slam and blam...but few if any cuss words and great to see fighters who
prayed and asked God's help and prayed over their food. No swearing--so that PROVES it can be
done! Very entertaining and funny--people who obviously loved playing in this film. Hearwarming
and affirming of doing the right thing even when hard. Also good messages about immigration and
being PROUD to be Americans! Overall positive message on many levels.The only kissing was
through wire fence! Go see it so they'll make more of this quality! I suppose my expectations for this
film could be described as mediocre. I hadn't heard too much about it and the trailers looked okay. I
began to hear some feedback that was somewhere between "awful" and "yah it was okay." So to say
that Here Comes The Boom exceeded my expectations is a sincere understatement. This movie was
fantastic! Yes it was cookie cutter, it was the stereotypical, near predictable sports hero Rocky
underdog type movie. That doesn't make it bad at all. I love a lot of those types of movies. They still
have to make it interesting with good characters and they do that and beyond. It was just so nice to
sit and watch a movie that was a little bit of comedy, a little bit of romance, drama and quite a bit of
action. It was also nice to watch something that turned out to be clean family fun!! It does have
some pretty violent fight scenes so certainly viewer discretion is advised but no nasty toilet humour,
sex talk, bad language or anything like that. It was believable and sweet and the cast were all so
good together. The chemistry was just about perfect.
I like Kevin James, not love him but like him a lot. He definitely has some genuine lovable qualities
and he proves in this movie that he can carry a movie effortlessly. This isn't his usual silly slapstick
comedy and he really puts forth a great effort and actually is very believable as a 42 Year old fat
biology teacher that trains to be a UFC fighter. He makes you root for him!! Henry Winkler who is
always amazing (and looks incredible for his age by the way!) is absolutely perfect as the music
teacher whose job is on the line. Winkler and James are wonderful together and will bring tears to
your eyes more than once. Winkler balances drama and comedy like a seasoned professional which
he is. Salma Hayek was, in my opinion, a bit of an odd choice for the romantic lead. She is okay and
her and James are okay together but the movie is so good and I feel like a better female lead might
have made this all the more together. Out of everything I didn't buy their romance and didn't feel
invested in it. Bas Rutten was simply fantastic. He was a scene stealer and was just so terrific in his
role. He was hilariously funny and yet really great in the more dramatic scenes. They couldn't have
found anyone better for this role. Plus him and James were simply awesome together. The
supporting cast were all great with honourable mention to Shelly Desai in an adorably sweet role
that will have you laughing and then crying, and Charice as a student of James' that is his support
system in his classroom.
It didn't surprise me when I saw director Frank Coraci helmed this film. He also directed the
absolutely amazing "Click" which is probably one of the greatest comedic-dramas I've ever seen. He
knows a good script, cast and story and just knows how to bring out the best in each and every
scene. This film will get the typical complaints about it because people hate to just let themselves
enjoy something and be uplifted. Yes you have seen this before or at least something similar but that
doesn't make it less enjoyable! It is a genre in and of itself, the "underdog" sports movie and this one
does it extremely well. Sit down with the family and laugh and smile and cry because this movie will
make you do all of the above. Loved it! 9/10 Hands of stone meet heads of air in Here Comes the
Boom, a sports story so daffy it may as well star Kevin James. a5c7b9f00b
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